Bringing the future to you
Model: CC9060

Product Specifications

iO Visor
Using Bluetooth technology, the new iO Visor handsfree kit allows you to safely make and receive
calls from your mobile phone while on the road! No Installation needed
needed...and
and no awkward earpiece
to wear! The unit simply attaches to your car’s sun visor using the universal clip supplied in the box,
it’s powered by a rechargeable internal battery meaning there are no unsightly wires. It is fully
portable and can be transferred from car to car and paired with any Bluetooth equipped mobile phone.
Built In Speaker & Microphone
iO Visor has a built in speaker and microphone with volume and mute controls, plus a noise and echo
cancellation feature to ensure quality sound at a level that best suits you. For the ultimate handsfree
experience, pair the kit with a voice dialing equipped phone and you’ll never need to touch your mobile
in order to make or take a call. Don’t worry if your phone doesn’t take voice instruction, the iO Visor’s
simple one touch functionality makes answering, redialing, rejecting and ending calls quick, safe and easy.
Text to Speech
The kits “text to speech” function gives clear and concise spoken updates during use so that you don’t need
to look at your phone to check that it’s dialing or still connected. iO Visor also has a bright LED display to
show its status during use.
Power & Charging
The Bluetooth portable handsfree kit will last up to 6 hours of talk time from fully charged, around 250 hours
of standby time and an in car cigarette lighter charger, you’ll never have to worry about how much battery power
is left before yyou set off on a jjourney.
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Design and specifications subject to change without notice.
Note: All products come with full Manufacturers Warranty.

